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Abstract

Information portals are seen as an appropriate platform for personalised healthcare and wellbeing information provision. Efficient content management is a core capability of a successful smart health information portal (SHIP) and domain expertise is a vital input to content management when it comes to matching user profiles with the appropriate resources. The rate of generation of new health-related content far exceeds the numbers that can be manually examined by domain experts for relevance to a specific topic and audience. In this paper we investigate automated content discovery as a plausible solution to this shortcoming that capitalises on the existing database of expert-endorsed content as an implicit store of knowledge to guide such a solution. We propose a novel content discovery technique based on a text analytics approach that utilises an existing content repository to acquire new and relevant content. We also highlight the contribution of this technique towards realisation of smart content management for SHIPs.
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INTRODUCTION

An information portal, in general, is a gateway to a diverse collection of information on a specific domain of interest. It attempts to aggregate information from multiple sources and present these in a useful form to targeted groups of users (Collins 2002, Tatnall 2005). A health information portal (HIP) follows a similar model of operation with a high degree of emphasis on relevance, usefulness, reliability and timeliness (collectively identified as quality) of information due to its crucial role in human wellbeing (Xie and Burstein 2011). Personalisation of content is equally crucial to a HIP as its audience will be composed of several sub-groups with diverse interests, needs and expectation (Fisher et al 2007). The credibility of a HIP as a useful information resource is directly associated with the quality of its content. Therefore, to ensure the quality of information delivery, it is imperative for domain experts to examine all content delivered by a HIP.

Portal technology has made inroads into all key sectors of an economy including health, education, government and commerce. Predictions for e-health (Mandl et al 1998) and use of portal technology (Collins 2002) from a decade ago have been realised in recent times with the widespread implementation and adoption of portals to promote health and wellbeing (Theofanos and Mulligan 2004, Kukafka et al 2007). Similar outcomes are evident in other sectors; e.g. government (Elmagarmid and McIver 2001) and education (Katz 2002). The advent of portable smart devices and expectations of the Semantic Web further enhance the value and need for continuing development in portal technologies.

Advances in information systems coupled with the wide availability of diverse interfaces to the Internet have led to the adoption of smart technology for the development of portals. Within this context, it is pertinent to formally define a smart health information portal (SHIP) as the provision of smart technology and techniques to enhance the core capabilities of content management, content delivery and collaboration. We argue that it is not sufficient to define SHIP based exclusively on its exhibiting computational intelligence features, e.g. learning, reasoning and memory. Sustainability of SHIP operation within organisational settings is crucial for its long-term viability. Hence, the issue of maintenance support becomes one of the deciding factors in the level of smartness of a SHIP’s operation.
Automated content discovery (ACD), content summarisation (Erkan and Radev 2004), dynamic ranking, user annotations and feedback (Ciccarese et al 2011) are some of the enhancements to content management, which could assist in SHIP content management. Content delivery is enhanced with user profiling, geographical filtering, mobile interfaces and device independent content delivery. Online messaging, social networking and discussion forums are enablers for smart collaboration. Among these features, assurance of quality of information delivery is by far the most sought after by users, and the most resource intensive from the organisational set up point of view. Based on the aforementioned definition of resource quality, SHIP content management can be effectively supported with the help of smart technology. Text analytics is an emerging area in business analytics where smart techniques are being developed and used to extract patterns, predictions and semantic content from text corpora (Aggarwal and Zhai 2012). This paper proposes a novel ACD technique for a SHIP (ACD-SHIP) based on a text analytics approach to assist domain experts to acquire new resources for the content repository.

In order to apply this technique it is necessary to understand the content management lifecycle and its composition. Section Two presents these two aspects of content management followed by a background study on related areas of research and outcomes. Section Three explicates the ACD-SHIP technique, its conceptual basis and functionality. The proposed ACD technique was applied to the BCKOnline knowledge repository data with positive results indicative of its role in supporting personalised content management. Section Four exhibits the outcomes from this application. A discussion on improvements to the ACD technique and overall developments in smart technology for HIPs content management capability sees to the end of the paper.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT IN A SHIP

Content management (CM) is a widely published topic with research conducted in knowledge management (Bonifacio et al 2008), Internet research (Tatnall 2005) and information retrieval (Bates 2011). The focus of research in content management is largely influenced by its context. This context varies from enterprise level management to management of basic website content. At the enterprise level, recent advances include the ECM3 model (ECM3 2009) which aims to address the CM challenges by introducing stages of maturity for all enterprise documents and unstructured content. The web content maturity model proposed by Forrester research (WCCM 2009) attempts to address the challenges facing an organisation’s web content. It consists of four phases; basic, tactical, enterprise and engagement. The focus gradually broadens through these four phases, starting with the basic focus of making enterprise content available online and in the final phase expanding it to providing an online channel to achieve organisational goals. Boiko, (2005) defines CM as composed of three phases, the first is creation or collection of content, the second phase is managing storage and retrieval, versioning over time and multiple languages etc. The third phase involves publication and delivery of the content.

However, content management in SHIP (and information portals in general) is distinguished from content delivery as these two features along with collaboration form the three core capabilities of a portal (Chau et al 2006). This distinction is justified by the difference of scope in content management of an organisation/e-business with that of an information portal, particularly because the latter is conceptually centred on content. As user-sensitive content delivery is identified as a core feature of SHIP, content management becomes one of the key determinants of its success and long term viability.

A SHIP does not create content, it acquires content from other creators and introduces a layer of personalisation atop the content. This layer of personalisation encapsulates the domain expert’s knowledge and awareness of both the health issue(s) and the target audience (Burstein et al 2005). This is another reason to distinguish between the significant roles played by content management, delivery and collaboration for the successful adoption of a SHIP by its target audience. The following sections elaborate on the CM lifecycle and the CM model for SHIPs.
Content Management Lifecycle

The process of content management for SHIPs is cyclic primarily due to the dynamic nature of health information and the requirement for maintaining quality of advice. It is crucial for a SHIP to maintain relevant and timely health information; thereby regular revision of all content is a stringent indicator of quality of a SHIP. As illustrated in Figure 1, the main phases of CM are locate, personalise, store and revise. The diagram also depicts the contributing elements that flow from one phase to the other.

Figure 1: Content management lifecycle

**Locate** – This is the initiating phase of the lifecycle. The domain expert identifies relevant terms, phrases and any other resource identifiers which are used to query search engines, online libraries, academic journals and other portals to search and acquire appropriate content.

**Personalise** – Personalisation is the process of refining the acquired content. As mentioned earlier, this layer captures and applies a domain expert’s knowledge to the content. Meta-tags are introduced to identify which audiences would find the information relevant and useful. Content summaries are compiled to make search results manageable and certain resources meaningful. Quality metrics are introduced to convey credibility of the content creator to the end-user.

**Store** – Storage deals with maintenance of the acquired content and personalisation attributes in a structured manner that can be useful for fast delivery and convenient revision. It is also necessary to store user feedback (and optionally comments) for each resource. Feedback is a direct indicator of quality as perceived by the target audience.

**Revise** – Revision of content is crucial to a SHIP as health information is prone to frequent changes due to the fast-paced nature of research in health. Revisions take into account user feedback as well as quality metrics. It measures relevance and timeliness of a resource after a lapse of time. The Revise phase completes the cycle by providing search queries and sample content (of which more is required) to the locate phase.

The concept of content personalisation is the major expected feature, which differentiates portals from generic websites (Collins 2002). Personalisation is practiced in several areas of research including user profiling, recommender systems and information retrieval. In Nam-Kim et al (2011) a hybrid recommender approach that uses both collaborative and content filtering to improve the level of content personalisation is proposed. User profiling attempts to generate models of user sub-groups, commonly based on user behaviour. Middleton et al (2004) propose a recommender system for a research database based on ontological user profiling. In Abbar et al (2004), the authors present a personalized access model that provides a generic set of concepts and techniques, which can be deployed over a given architecture to make applications adaptable to users’ profiles and contexts. It is acknowledged that a fair amount of domain expertise and/or user feedback is needed in order to implement a good level of personalisation in a portal. Overall, existing approaches to content personalisation are at the two ends of collaborative filtering, content filtering, or a combination of both. The ACD technique suggested in this paper follows a content filtering approach when acquiring new personalised content for the repository. We also note that the content discovered needs to go through a process of validation before it can be incorporated into the SHIP. Such validation requires involvement of a domain expert or a process guided by well documented domain expertise. In both cases, it results in semi-automated process of content management, which supports a more efficient operation of a SHIP.
SHIP Content Management Model

The CM model represents the external entities of content management and their interactions in the formulation and management of personalised content. Informed by the experience with BCKOnline and Heart Health portal research (Pier et al 2008), this model is a conceptualisation of the fact that the audience of the SHIP users has distinct characteristics and contexts, which potentially affect their information needs. The resources for a SHIP can be aligned with a domain ontology, which classifies them against the major concepts, which define such a domain. For example, official publications from medical journals are usually classified by a set of key words, which the audience is likely to use to search and retrieve these publications. A set of such key words or subject terms can be considered as part of domain ontology. The completeness or relevance of such an ontology can be problematic especially when it comes to the search for relevant user-centred information (Burstein et al, 2005), however, these issues are outside the scope of this particular paper. For this research we assume that there is a trusted and appropriate domain ontology constructed for resource classifications (for example, in BCKOnline a combination of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), BreastCare Victoria Glossary, BCKOnline Disease Trajectory and BCKOnline ‘Key Words’ were used as encoding schemas for the Subject metadata element (see: http://infotech.monash.edu/research/about/centres/cosi/projects/bcko/about.html). The role of the Domain Expert in classifying potential resources against the needs of the target audience becomes essential for identifying the best terminology suitable and understandable by the target audience.

At the generic level, the target audience, potential content, a domain ontology and domain expertise are the external entities that are fused together to generate personalised content. This formulation is further illustrated in Figure 2a. It is useful to formally define the entities and their interactions. The target audience comprises sub-groups of users with similar characteristics and thus having similar information needs from the SHIP. Let \( A = \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) be the target audience comprising all sub-groups. Health resources are all content from a particular health domain that can be made accessible through the SHIP to the target audience. Let \( C = \{c_0, c_1, \ldots, c_n\} \) be the set of all such content. A domain ontology formalises the concept hierarchy of knowledge for a specific domain, it can be represented, simply, as a set of topics, \( T = \{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_n\} \). The information requirements for audience \( A \) is determined using the Cartesian product of \( A \) and \( T \). Let \( R \) be the Cartesian product, \( R = A \times T \). Actual information requirements could very well be a subset of \( R \) as all terms may not be applicable to all \( A \). Domain expertise transforms information requirements \( R \), to actual content \( C \), by determining subsets of \( C \) that address each \( R \). Let this transformation be \( E = \{e_0, e_1, \ldots, e_n\} \), where \( e_0 = \{a_0, d_0, c_0, c_1, \ldots, c_n\} \) comprises information requirements and a set of matched content elements. The transformation \( E \) represents the CM model as it captures all entities and their relationships. It can also be visualised as a matrix (Figure 2b).

**Figure 2:** (a) Formulation of content management entities (b) SHIP content model as a matrix

The CM model possesses certain properties that make it robust and flexible to changes. Over time, it is likely \( A, T \) and \( C \) would expand or contract to reflect developments in health practices. Matrix \( E \) is time-invariant and thus can be altered easily to reflect these changes. The challenge and opportunity for developing a sustainable SHIP is in designing transformation \( R \) as a semi-automated expert-driven procedure by using intelligent technologies. In the next section we describe how such procedure can be enhanced by using automated content discovery.

**AUTOMATED CONTENT DISCOVERY FOR SHIP (ACD-SHIP)**

The proposed technique, termed the ACD-SHIP technique is delineated in this section. It enhances the content management capability of a SHIP with the use of smart technology for the content revision phase. The CM model is the main source of information for the proposed technique. It extracts semantics that are useful to formulate queries.
that discover new content as well as semantics that are used to measure the relevance of new content from the CM model. The new content is reviewed by an expert prior to inclusion in the repository. The workflow of the proposed technique is illustrated in Figure 3.

ACD-SHIP has two main modules; query extraction, content discovery and ranking. The meta-data in the CM model supplies query dimensions to the query extraction module to generate search terms. These terms are fed into a search engine and the returned results are input to the content discovery module which determines relevance of each search outcome by comparison with existing content on the same topic. The functionality of the two modules is discussed next.

**Query Extraction**

The query dimensions used in this module are primarily sourced from meta-data found in the first element of each term in the CM matrix. The element $axty$, denotes the audience sub-grouping and the term (or topic) from the domain ontology. The two terms alone do not suffice to generate a suitable search query. Two other dimensions, mandatory domain terms and synonyms for each term need to be introduced to the search queries. The mandatory domain terms introduce the specific health domain to the search query. Such terms limit the search from returning irrelevant results. For instance, if the SHIP is focusing on breast cancer, the term ‘breast cancer’ must appear in the search query. Other query dimensions such as the level of understanding of the audience sub-group (simple, advanced or scientific), publication date (latest, recent or old) can also be introduced to the search query.

The set of synonyms apply to all query dimensions discussed thus far. There could be synonyms for the audience sub-grouping, i.e. synonyms for ‘old women’ include ‘50 years and above’, ‘mature women’ and so forth. There are also synonyms for the mandatory domain term and the ontology term such as scientific or medical terms (e.g. Lymphedema being the scientific term for swollen limbs).

The module will thus generate multiple search queries for each combination of $axty$ by making use of relevant synonyms for all three terms that compose the query. Each search query will be run separately on a search engine and the results merged into one distinct set after duplicates are removed. The final result, which maintains the ranking assigned by the search engine, is then input to the content discovery and ranking module.

**Content Discovery and Ranking**

This module initiates with a crawler that fetches all the search results and converts them to plain text. Search results with minimal content (such as index pages, announcements, discussion forums) are discarded leaving the resources with bulk textual content. The converter was developed using Apache Tika and thus able to parse most document formats, HTML, PDF and XML. The plain text of each resource is further normalised using stop-word removal and Porter’s stemming algorithm (Porter 1980) to represent a bag of words that captures the semantics of each resource.

A similar normalisation process is carried out on existing content that have been categorised using the same dimensions by the domain expert. The resources relevant for $axty$ are fetched from the content repository and merged into a single resource/document, which is also pre-processed using the same techniques above to produce a corresponding bag of words. This document represents the build-up knowledge within the repository as it attempts to capture domain expertise that is contained in the expert recommendations of content for the query dimensions of $axty$. It can now be used as a benchmark document to measure the relevance and quality of each new resource and also as a source for ranking. The vector space model (VSM) was used as the metric to measure relevance/similarity.

The VSM introduced by Salton et al in (Salton et al 1975) models documents as elements in term space. The VSM has been successfully applied to several text mining/business analytics applications such as ontology based
information retrieval in (Castells et al 2007), incremental learning from text (De Silva and Alahakoon 2010) and disease identification (Sarkar 2012).

In VSM, each document is represented by a vector of terms in the document, and these vectors exist in term space, which is composed of all the unique terms in the collection. The normalisation process helps to generate a better representation of the document in term space. When comparing two such vectors, closeness is determined by measuring the angle between the two. It is typical to use weighted vectors to measure the similarity score and the TF-IDF (Salton and McGill 1986) computation is used as the basis to assign weights to the terms. This computation assigns a higher score to terms that occur with high frequency in a document (TF) relative to their occurrence in other documents in the collection (IDF). In comparison with the benchmark document, vectors (representing new content) with many high frequency terms would appear closer than vectors with less high frequency terms. Thereby, the relevance of new content to existing content can be identified and appropriately scored by applying the VSM on the normalised document sets obtained.

It is envisioned that the new content discovered by the proposed ACD technique will undergo review and approval of the domain expert as part of the content management lifecycle, thus contributing to the improved efficiency of the SHIP management process.

ACD-SHIP APPLICATION OUTCOMES

Current BCKOnline portal follows the content management lifecycle, which involves domain experts for the maintenance of the SHIP content. The layer of personalisation took several factors into account, including the type of audience, level of understanding, user roles, information preferences etc. (Burstein et al. 2005). A robust CM model was used by the domain experts to manage and revise the content. This CM model was instrumental in experimentation and validation of the ACD-SHIP technique proposed in this paper. The well-defined structure and interface to the CM repository contributed towards easy integration to the ACD technique. The aim of this study was to validate the usefulness of query extraction and text analytics technique to search for more relevant material based on the current content of the repository.

When applying the ACD-SHIP technique to the BCKOnline portal, several customisations were necessary. The technique is composed of two modules. For the first module, query extraction, it was possible to further sub-divide the audience sub-groupings and introduce multiples of these to the search query. The domain ontology as specified by domain experts was composed of 795 terms, including synonyms of certain terms. The synonyms were separated and further synonyms were found for the whole set of terms. The mandatory terms were limited to a few that strongly conveyed the illness as breast cancer. Figure 4 illustrates these components as customised for BCKOnline portal.

Figure 4: ACD-SHIP technique

Figure 5 presents the top 30 domain ontology terms in the content repository. The graph exhibits a long tail, where a larger number of the resources are categorised in smaller groups. This signifies the breadth of the health information for breast cancer and further justifies the need for an ACD process. The highest numbers of resources are on the primary sub-topics of early, advanced and recurrent breast cancer.
Two terms were selected from this graph to demonstrate the ACD-SHIP technique. The terms are ‘dietary supplements’ with a content count of 43 and ‘quality of life’ with a count of 50. The first term was selected as it was the last in this top 30 distribution while the second, a general day to day term, was selected to demonstrate the robustness of the technique in picking up useful and relevant resources. The queries generated for these two terms are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Output from query extraction module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain terms</th>
<th>Search queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Search queries were run on the Google search engine. The top 100 results for each search query were extracted, filtered and checked for duplicates. The lists of results were merged and input to the second module, content discovery and ranking.

In content discovery and ranking, each search result was downloaded to a local database and a plain text document extracted from the downloaded format. A VSM was generated from each document while separately a VSM was generated from the merged resources already in the content repository. After stemming and stop-word removal, the average term count of the downloaded documents was 2500 while the average term count of the merged content from the repository was 3000. Given the likeness of the mean term count of the document sets, it was possible to use Euclidean distance to compare semantics of new resources to the VSM of existing resources. The threshold for Euclidean distance between two resources was set to 0.75 in order to normalise the disparity in number of terms of the benchmark document with that of new individual resources.
For the first term, ‘dietary supplements’, there were 50 new resources above the threshold and 46 for the second term. Figure 6 depicts a histogram of the closeness measures. A majority of resources are between the 0.75-0.90 region with less above 0.95. This minor deficiency can be attributed to the large number of terms in the benchmark document in comparison to individual resources.

A further analysis was conducted on the text corpus to determine key terms in the new set of resources. The TF-IDF values for each set of documents was retrieved and summed per term. The top seven terms for each of the two searches is shown in Figure 7. The most frequent terms are domain specific terms; these have been greyed out in the graph. The remaining terms give insight to the content of the new documents and can also be used as input to the next iteration of the query extraction phase. For instance, the use of soy or fish as a dietary supplement could be a noteworthy exploration in the next iteration of content management.

The proposed ACD-SHIP technique was successful in acquiring new and relevant content for the portal with approximately 45-50 resources ranking above 0.75 for the two selected terms. An additional outcome from the technique was the ability to identify high-frequency terms relevant to the search queries being processed. In order to further establish its usability, the following section reports validation of the technique based on existing SHIP resources.

**ACD-SHIP Validation**

The current portal resources were ideal to be used in validation as these have been meticulously examined for appropriateness by domain experts. The authors were unable to validate the query extraction module as the resources found in the content repository could not be easily located in the top results returned by search engines. This is mainly due to frequent updates to online content resulting from dynamic developments in the medical and health domains. However, the key semantics comparison task is carried out by the second module which could be readily validated using existing content. The content for all existing resources (‘dietary supplements’ - 43 and ‘quality of life’ - 50) were downloaded and a VSM generated for each. These VSMs were compared against the same benchmark document used above. The distance metric was based on Euclidean distance. Figure 8 plots the histogram for the closeness measures.

**Figure 7: High frequency terms in new content (a) dietary supplements (b) quality of life**

**Figure 8: Validation- histogram of closeness measures of existing resources to benchmark VSM**
The results were heavily right skewed with a large number of resources having high proximity to the benchmark document. The capability of ACD-SHIP to accurately compare semantics of two sets of text corpus is readily visible in this result.

The proposed ACD-SHIP technique is composed of query extraction, content discovery and ranking modules and fits well as a semi-automated support mechanism of an intelligent tool for the domain expert (Xie 2009). The first module generates queries from expert endorsed content that address several different query dimensions. These search queries are forwarded to the second module which downloads the actual content and compares it for relevance and accuracy with similar material in the content repository. The relevant content is ranked and forwarded to a domain expert who can then refresh the repository with up-to-date content. The ability to determine relevance and accuracy of new content returned by a search engine greatly improves the overall quality and timeliness of a HIP. The potential of such a tool to enhance the functionality of a SHIP is supported by encouraging results achieved when applied in the BCKOnline case as illustrated above. Furthermore, the ACD-SHIP technique needs to be manually evaluated by several experts across several domains. The outcomes from such an evaluation will be useful to improve the quality of content retrieved as well as the ranking method used.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The core capabilities of a SHIP are content management, content delivery and collaboration. There are many intelligent technologies and techniques that can be adapted to enhance each of these capability, thus the emergence of SHIP, which is not only meeting requirements of the users in personalised health information, but is also capable to learn and adapt its content over time based on usage data, providing assistance with the content management task. This paper initially explored the content management capability of a SHIP in general and reflected on the experience of two multidisciplinary SHIPs development projects, which demonstrated a strong link between the quality of the content and the access to domain expertise for satisfying the needs of the users.

The paper formulated a generic CM lifecycle as well as a CM model for content acquisition. The CM lifecycle clearly emphasised the role of the domain expert in maintaining and updating the content and made a strong argument for supporting this effort as imperative for the long term viability of the SHIP. The proposed CM model explained the relationship between the stakeholders and information entities, and fused them into a single comprehensive structure indicative of the varieties of content and personalisation required.

Following this exploration into content management, the paper proposed and explained in details ACD-SHIP technique – an automated technique to acquire new and relevant content for maintaining the content repository. It is based on a text mining model, the VSM, and was tested on the BCKOnline SHIP with positive outcomes as reported in Section Four. Future research would require testing the usability of the proposed technique with the domain expert.

The authors are currently conducting research on integrating several other smart technologies that will enrich the core capabilities of a SHIP. These include semi-automated content summarisation, user annotations, intelligent feedback and recommendations. Content delivery can also be greatly improved with smart techniques such as user profiling, geo-location and interactive content. The successful adoption of SHIP as a point of reference for health related issues is a strong indicator of the expanding information needs of online communities. Therefore this study is timely and generates research outcomes that contribute towards development of comprehensive, state-of-the-art smart health information portals.
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